Sweet Boots

Based on a true story, Sweet Boots is about
one cats journey from homelessness to
happiness! Homelessness of animals is a
terrible thing! Sweet Boots addresses this
difficult issue in a straightforward manner,
but in a compassionate way that will grip
the hearts of readers of all ages. You will
be introduced to Sweet Boots and her many
struggles as a stray through the captivating
photographs of her journey. When the ache
in my stomach from hunger drove me to
hunt or visit the new people, I would do so
quickly and hurriedly return to the kittens.
Darla Ayres Wollams love for animals is
expressed in her work through the eyes of
Sweet Boots, so that children will learn the
meaning of pet responsibility and
remember the pain caused by neglect.
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swatch. Lane Womens Sweet Paisley Bone Boots - Snip Toe , Natural, hi-resShop the latest collection of womens boots
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